
 Ion Suppression of target ions by matrix interferences in urine were 
reduced when spotting sub-microliter volumes of sample onto QS-HT 
mesh screens for DART introduction compared to larger volumes

 The same low volume pipettor can spot in a 384 sample well format 
onto QuickStrip-HT screens, allowing DART analysis of samples at 4 
seconds per sample, or 384 samples in <25 minutes

 Quantitation of drugs in urine is possible with low volume spotting and 
analysis by DART-MS, and sampling is consistent with %RSD 1%

 Thanks to TTP LabTech for technical support with the mosquito® 
X1  and for their collaboration

Abstract
Direct Analysis in Real Time (DART®) coupled to mass spectrometry is 
an ambient ionization screening technique capable of detecting drugs of 
abuse in biological matrices, such as urine or oral fluid. However, 
significant matrix effects are encountered in these samples, leading to 
substantial ion suppression of the target drugs. To minimize matrix effects, 
we use a low volume pipettor robot to spot sub-microliter volumes of 
spiked urine samples.  Thermal desorption of the smaller ionization region 
of the lower volume spiked sample reduces the ion suppression of target 
drugs from matrix effects. The integration of the low volume pipettor robot 
to the DART-MS system permitted rapid, reliable, and unattended 
detection of drugs in up to 384 biological samples consecutively. 
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Reduced matrix interference from urine in a high-throughput 
workflow is demonstrated with the low volume pipettor

 Cocaine was spiked into urine and analyzed by DART-MS
 Below is a comparison of target ion intensity and matrix effects 

between automated 200 nL deposition by Mosquito, and 1 µL 
deposition

Methods
Automated Low Volume Pipettor
High-throughput analysis was enabled with the low volume liquid 
handling pipettor, the mosquito® X1 (TTP LabTech). The mosquito® X1 
can spot sub-microliter volumes of sample onto mesh screens in a 384 well 
format, for automated direct introduction to DART-MS for analysis.

 With Mosquito spotting in a 384 spot format, DART-HT can 
scan at 4 seconds per sample, analyzing 384 samples in 10 
minutes

Speed of Analysis of Drugs of Abuse in Urine

QuickStrip-96/384™ 
permits analysis with SBS 

format samples

TTPLabtech 
Mosquito® 
Robotics for rapid 
simultaneous low 
volume sample 
pipetting onto the 
QuickStrip-HT 

1 µL

200 nL

Cocaine (M+H) = 
304.15 m/z

With this workflow we are able to show;
1) Reduced matrix interferences and ion suppression of target 

drugs in biological matrices 
2) Speeds of 4 seconds per sample allowing for analysis of 384 

samples in less than 10 minutes
3) Accurate quantitation with low %RSD values

Reliable and consistent sample deposition and ionization for 
Quantitation

 Urine samples spotted by Mosquito and analyzed by DART 
allow for quantitation of target drugs, with calibration curves 
showing R2 values greater than 0.988

 Sample deposition and analysis is consistent, with the %RSD 
for a row of 24 samples 1% with internal standard correction


